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"Truth is incontrovertible. Panic may resent it. 
Ignorance may deride it. Malice may distort it. 

 But there it is." 
~ Winston Churchill ~ 

 

Canada 
 

Trudeau Empowers Muslim Canada with Special 
Interest Appointment 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau announced the appointment of a special 
representative on combating Islamophobia that will advise the federal 
government on how to better fight discrimination against 
the Muslim community. A spokesperson from Diversity and Inclusion 
Minister Ahmed Hussen's office told CBC News she will sit for a four-year 
term and that her office will have a budget of $5.6 million. The budget says 
that funding would cover the first five years of the office's operations." 

https://bradsalzberg.substack.com/p/trudeau-empowers-muslim-canada-

with 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/amira-elghawaby-islamophobia-representative-1.6726655
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Poilievre SLAMS Trudeau: Everything feels broken 

In a press conference, Conservative leader Pierre Poilievre slams Prime 
minister Justin Trudeau for his failed leadership on a number of issues such 
as inflation, carbon taxes, immigration, the opioid crisis, medically assisted 
death, and the rising crime rate. 

https://canadafreepress.com/article-video/poilievre-slams-trudeau-
everything-feels-broken 

MEP Christine Anderson is coming to Canada to 
meet freedom protesters with Andrew Lawton 

German MEP Christine Anderson has made a name for herself in Canada 
from her outspoken support of the Freedom Convoy and opposition to 
Justin Trudeau. Next month, she’s touring Canada and meeting with 
politicians, though she says the real motivation for the trip is to meet with 
some of the “bravest people in the world” — the supporters of the 
Freedom Convoy. In this edition of The Andrew Lawton Show, Andrew 
talks to Christine about the freedom movement, European and Canadian 
politics, and why she’s taking a stand. 

https://tnc.news/2023/01/25/alshow-christine-anderson/ 

Trudeau's 'just transition' just a big government 
plan to mop up his own mess 

If anyone needed any more evidence that Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
has replaced Canada’s dreams of becoming an energy superpower with the 
religious-like fanaticism of global warming zealotry, one only needs to look 
to his apparent rejection of Japan’s request for natural gas supplies and 
details about the government’s forthcoming “just transition” legislation. 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/np-view-trudeaus-just-transition-just-a-
big-government-plan-to-mop-up-his-own-mess 

Canada's Terrorists Are Canada's Problem. 

This is the backstory about a federal court ruling last week that should 
finally force Prime Minister Justin Trudeau to live up to his high-drama 
2015 election proclamation that “a Canadian is a Canadian is a Canadian.” 

https://canadafreepress.com/article-video/poilievre-slams-trudeau-everything-feels-broken
https://canadafreepress.com/article-video/poilievre-slams-trudeau-everything-feels-broken
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The Kurds should not be made to look after Canada's jihadist adventurers. 
At long last, a federal judge is holding the Trudeau government's feet to 
the fire. Last week’s decision by Justice Henry Brown slammed the door on 
Ottawa’s last-ditch attempt to run away from the constitutional issues 
involved. That’s the subject of my column this week. We’ll see if the 
Trudeau government figures a way to climb through a window. 

https://therealstory.substack.com/p/canadas-terrorists-are-canadas-

problem 

Trudeau Government to Repatriate ISIS Terrorist 
“Jihadi” Jack Letts. 
 
Thus far, mainstream media has exposed the 22 citizens, said to be women 
and children of known Islamic terrorists. Conveniently, they have left out 
the Jack Letts component of the story. Jack Letts is not a Canadian citizen, 
and has never even visited Canada. Justin Trudeau's terrorist-friendly 
government should be called out for this behaviour. Canada's foreign 
ministry said "the safety and security of Canadians is our government's top 
priority". And permitting a non-Canadian radical Islamic terrorist to move to 
our country is example of prioritizing the safety of Canadians, eh? 

https://bradsalzberg.substack.com/p/trudeau-government-to-repatriate 
 

A much-needed investigation of the Trudeau-
McKinsey contracts 

Under Trudeau, the controversial firm received a thirty-fold increase in 
funding when compared to the previous Harper government. There remain 
many unanswered questions – including the measurable impact of the 
contracts, the extent of McKinsey’s involvement in the government and 
why couldn’t the public service fulfill the services contracted out to the 
consulting firm. 

https://tnc.news/2023/01/22/furey-a-much-needed-investigation-of-the-
trudeau-mckinsey-contracts/ 
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No Surprise the ‘Squeamish Inquisition’ Wants to 
Stop Peterson’s Ottawa Talk 

I see there’s another gaggle of busybody woke worry warts trying to 
cancel Jordan Peterson. There’s a spiderweb of left-wing organizations in 
Ottawa whose tender sensibilities are already afire with the thought of Dr. 
Peterson giving one of his world-class, world-celebrated talks in our 
nation’s capital, the site of the Parliament Buildings—ostensibly emblems 
and monuments to the most fundamental of freedoms, those of thought 
and speech. Don’t Look Now, It’s the Squeamish Inquisition 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/rex-murphy-no-surprise-the-squeamish-
inquisition-wants-to-stop-petersons-ottawa-talk_5001161.html 

CBC cited for misleading Canadians yet again 

 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-jordan-peterson?utm_medium=email&utm_source=OP_article_paid&utm_campaign=opinion-2023-01-25-ca
https://www.theepochtimes.com/rex-murphy-no-surprise-the-squeamish-inquisition-wants-to-stop-petersons-ottawa-talk_5001161.html
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Canada’s taxpayer-funded state broadcaster has been cited yet again for 
misleading viewers over a false story published about the Catholic church 
and a residential school survivor fund. This is not the first time the CBC has 
been cited for misleading readers. In October the network was cited for 
baselessly linking the Freedom Convoy during a live segment to the 
Russian government.  

https://tnc.news/2023/01/22/cbc-misleading-again/ 

Ottawa’s Speech-Restricting Legislation Built on 
Same Foundation That Aims to Silence Peterson, 
Rowling 

Thoughts and words that once were viewed as merely contentious or 
disagreeable are now subjected to the most severe opprobrium from 
segments of society previously deemed radical but which are now termed 
“moderate.” The moderates—the sort of people who like to make their 
beds every morning—are now the extremists. Resist and you risk being 
branded an ally of all the evils listed above. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/peter-menzies-ottawas-speech-
restricting-law-built-on-same-foundation-that-aims-to-silence-peterson-
rowling_4999527.html 

'Power to the people!': Elon Musk on Rebel News' 
citizen journalism 

“Maybe [Elon Musk] is on to something after all,” wrote Rebel’s Ezra 
Levant, highlighting three points: citizen journalism; long-form videos 
published directly to Twitter; and holding the oligarchs at the World 
Economic Forum to account because of the regime media’s refusal to do 
so. Elon Musk, who now owns the platform, recognized Rebel’s 
contributions to citizen journalism, prompting him to respond, “Power to 
the people!” 

https://www.rebelnews.com/power_to_the_people_elon_musk_on_rebel_ci
tizen_journalism 
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C3RF Update, 27 Jan 2023 – Questions 
This week's update seeks something Canadians have been looking for since 
the dawn of "sunny ways" in 2015 - clarifications on just which 
fundamental Charter rights apply to which portions of the Canadian 
population. Answers required before all trust in our public institutions is 
lost? 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-27-jan-2023-

questions 

Freedom Convoy 
On First Anniversary of Freedom Convoy, 
Protesters Tell Their Stories 

“It was the most patriotic thing I’ve ever experienced, and I think it really 
showed that there is an army willing to fight for freedom. And it gave 
people hope and what they need to keep going, but I think it’s far from 
over.” “But who stood up for Canadians’ rights and for our country? It was 
the blue-collar truckers. … It was the truckers who took matters into their 
own hands in sacrifice. If we lived in an honest country, … there would be 
monuments to those people. But instead, we have forgotten one of the 
greatest and most authentic uprisings in Canadian history.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/on-first-anniversary-of-freedom-convoy-

protesters-tell-their-stories_5007712.html 

OPP Intelligence Head Concerned with False 
Allegations of Extremism by Politicians, Media 
Against Convoy Protesters 

“When I read accounts that the state of Russia had something to do with 
it, or that this was a result of American influence, either financially or 
ideologically, or that Donald Trump was behind it, or that it was un-
Canadian, or that the people participating were un-Canadian and that they 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-27-jan-2023-questions
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-27-jan-2023-questions
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were not Canadian views and they were extremists, I found it to be 
problematic.” “The lack of violent crime was shocking. … Even the arrests 
and charges, considering the whole thing in totality—I think there were 10 
charges for violent crimes, six of which were against police officers,” he 
said. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/opp-intelligence-head-
concerned-with-false-allegations-of-extremism-by-politicians-media-
against-convoy-protesters_4808677.html 

BMO CEO Addresses Suggestion to Designate 
Convoy Protesters as ‘Terrorists’ to Freeze 
Accounts 

The CEO of Canadian bank BMO addressed on Jan. 19 the revelation that 
he had recommended to the finance minister that Freedom Convoy 
protesters be designated as “terrorists” to facilitate the freezing of their 
financial accounts last year. “I would never call the convoy protesters 
terrorists. What was said is that in order for the banks to be helpful, there 
are certain protocols,” Darryl White told True North’s Andrew Lawton 
reporting from Davos, Switzerland. 

Under the heading “Darryl/BMO” in Freeland’s note is written “label them 
as terrorists.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/bmo-ceo-addresses-suggestion-to-
designate-convoy-protesters-as-terrorists-to-freeze-accounts_4999357.html 

Why Bitcoin matters to the Freedom Convoy 
movement 

As sensational as the rhetoric and the deplorable tactics used by the 
Canadian government was, a big part of this story was the almost $1.2 
million in bitcoin raised by anonymous members of the global bitcoin 
community and the only money that could not be blocked by the Canadian 
government. The government failed to stop the distribution of bitcoin 
donations directly to the truckers, because bitcoin is not something that 
governments can control. 

https://bjdichter.substack.com/p/why-bitcoin-matters-to-the-freedom 
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Covid-19 Updates 
Pfizer Employee Completely Flips Out After Being 
Shown Undercover Video of Him Claiming Company 
Wants to ‘Mutate’ COVID to Profit Off Vaccines 

A video released by James O’Keefe’s Project Veritas allegedly shows a 
Pfizer official losing his cool, destroying an iPad, and getting into a physical 
altercation with the journalist after being confronted with footage of his 
own statements claiming the company wants to ‘mutate’ the COVID virus 
to make new vaccines and profit off of them. 

https://thepoliticalinsider.com/wild-video-pfizer-employee-completely-flips-
out-after-being-shown-undercover-video-of-him-claiming-company-wants-
to-mutate-covid-to-profit-off-vaccines 

 

 

 

Dr Naomi Wolf | Analysis of a Grand Deception 

Dr. Naomi Wolf is a bestselling author, columnist, and professor. She is a 
graduate of Yale University and received a doctorate from Oxford. She is 
co-founder and CEO of DailyClout.io, a successful civic tech company. She 
was a Rhodes scholar and has written for every major news outlet in the 

https://thepoliticalinsider.com/wild-video-pfizer-employee-completely-flips-out-after-being-shown-undercover-video-of-him-claiming-company-wants-to-mutate-covid-to-profit-off-vaccines
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US and many globally. Dr Naomi Wolf gave this presentation titled 
“Analysis Of A Grand Deception” on January 16th at the General Assembly 
meeting of the World Council for Health. 

https://drtrozzi.org/2023/01/25/dr-naomi-wolf-analysis-of-a-grand-
deception/ 

Time Shows That The ‘Paranoid’ People Were 
Correct About COVID 

Six million dead worldwide, the entire world economy ravaged, trust in our 
institution destroyed, and all because cavalier gain-of-function researchers 
in Wuhan, financed and assisted by the U.S. government, created and 
accidentally (at least, we hope) unleashed its chimeric Frankenstein 
pathogen into the world—all in the name of science. Many of the world’s 
worst have done less damage in the name of genocide and conquest. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/01/time_shows_that_the_
paranoid_people_were_correct_about_covid.html 

Africa Is Starkly Unvaccinated, And Starkly 
Unvanquished By COVID 

Africa led the way and inspires the world.  Are the politicians and “public 
health experts” of the rest of the world humble enough to admit their 
grotesque errors, even crimes, and to learn from the peoples of the African 
nations, their experiences and lessons on handling a pandemic?  

Part of the African continent’s success is no doubt due to a fortunate 
accident of microbiology, infectious diseases, pharmacology and 
immunology.  It so happens that two of the most effective treatments for 
COVID, ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine, are also routine prophylactic 
weekly medicines throughout equatorial Africa, because they happen to be 
known for a half-century as the most effective, applicable and safest anti-
parasite medications.  

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/africa-starkly-unvaccinated-and-
starkly-unvanquished-covid 

Lockdowns Were Counterterrorism, Not Public 
Health  

https://drtrozzi.org/2023/01/25/dr-naomi-wolf-analysis-of-a-grand-deception/
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In a public health crisis like the Covid-19 pandemic, you’d think the world’s 
top epidemiologists and specialists in pandemic management and public 
health, including Dr. Scott Atlas, Dr. John Ioannidis, Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, 
among many others, would be consulted. But if a counter-terrorism agenda 
is secretly being implemented, such specialists would pose a serious threat 
by exposing the public health harms.  

https://brownstone.org/articles/lockdowns-counterterrorism-not-public-
health/ 

Stop the Pandemic Treaty WHO Power Grab 
 
After the pandemic broke out, President Donald Trump had cut American 
ties with the WHO, blaming it for “mismanaging and covering up the 
spread” of Covid-19, siding with communist China, and failing to hold the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) responsible for the deaths and economic 
devastation. It took guts and forcefulness to do that. But Biden reversed 
that immediately on assuming the presidency, rejoining the WHO, and 
assigning the discredited Dr. Anthony Fauci to represent the country on its 
executive committee.  

 
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/01/stop_the_pandemic_tre
aty_who_power_grab_.html 
 

The WHO: Our New Overlords 

Although COVID-19 is now a distant memory for many, another 
pandemic, we’re told, is just around the corner. When it comes, the WHO 
may very well be in a position to order you, dear reader, to do exactly what 
it wants, when it wants. If these amendments are made in May, resistance 
may prove to be utterly futile. 

https://brownstone.org/articles/the-who-our-new-overlords/ 

 

JUST IN: Former NFL Player Jessie Lemonier Dies 
Suddenly at 25 

Former Detroit Lions linebacker Jessie Lemonier died suddenly on 
Thursday, the team confirmed. He was 25. “We are shocked and saddened 

https://brownstone.org/articles/lockdowns-counterterrorism-not-public-health/
https://brownstone.org/articles/lockdowns-counterterrorism-not-public-health/
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to learn of the passing of former Detroit Lion Jessie Lemonier,” the Lions 
said in a statement. 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/01/former-nfl-player-jessie-
lemonier-dies-suddenly-25 

The Great Reset 
Let Them Eat Bugs! 

Many insects feed on decaying matter, so using them as a source of 
nutrition can present dangers.  Noxious bacteria such as E. coli, H. pylori, 
and some varieties of Staphylococcus, found in many insects, can cause 
serious illnesses.  Insects also host viruses, parasites, fungi, and other 
contaminants.  They bear pesticides, toxic metals, and other chemicals 
picked up from the environment, all of which could poison us and damage 
our digestive tract.  Lastly, stingers, wings, spines, and other features can 
pose a choking hazard.  Production techniques may be engineered to 
remove them, but a proportion of hard insect parts is bound to remain and 
may prove hazardous. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/01/let_them_eat_bugs.ht
ml 

Censorship, Mass Surveillance and Bugs: World 
Economic Forum vs. The Free World 

Behind every "build back better" inch of the WEF's "great reset" of the 
global economy is some corporate titan, banking behemoth, power-hungry 
politician, bureaucratic chieftain, or plain old aristocrat making money or 
gaining influence from the multitude of secret transactions buttressing the 
whole philanthropic charade. Stick, meet carrot. They may fly on private 
jets, but at the end of the day, the World Economic Forum cabal is just the 
greatest collection of thugs organized crime has ever managed to put 
together in the same room, orchestrating the most effective schemes ever 
devised to force formerly free peoples to do exactly what they say. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/19340/world-economic-forum 

Has Globalism Met Its Waterloo? 
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It is also time for Americans to take action against the Globalist agenda at 
the local and the federal level.  When citizens act on their own or in 
concert with others in a few common sense ways, we can affect course 
corrections in local school boards, in the city, county, and state 
governments, as well as on the national level, such as stopping U.S. 
government officials from participating in the WEF globalist agenda and 
holding their feet to the fire of restoring and upholding Constitutional rule, 
which would solve so many of our problems. Here is an eight-point plan to 
get started:    

https://www.frontpagemag.com/has-globalism-met-its-waterloo/ 

Age of Lies, Age of Truth 

Look, there’s a reason why George Soros and Bill Gates didn’t go. And 
there’s a reason why Elon Musk has been openly denouncing the WEF. 
Public opinion has dramatically turned against the ruling class, and nothing 
embodies the ruling class better than the WEF. Their much-heralded Great 
Reset that would bring public and private together hasn’t turned out well. 
The masses are extremely angry. All over the world. The WEF is the 
temporary focal point of this anger. This is the crucial battle of our times. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/age-of-lies-age-of-truth_4999865.html 

Cash Out 

I cannot say that I look forward greatly to the time when every purchase 
we make is traceable by them, which is to say the authorities, who will 
make use of the information in any way they please. Among other 
things, they will be able to compare our expenditure with our income, and 
since they think that all money really belongs to them, and any left to us is 
by their grace and favor, they will be able to tighten their control over us. 
In addition, they will be able to estimate our ideological position from the 
purchases we make and penalize us for them whenever they deem it 
necessary or convenient. Good records make for efficient persecution. 

https://www.takimag.com/article/cash-out/ 
 

Big Tech & The Media 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/has-globalism-met-its-waterloo/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-great-reset
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James O’Keefe: A Truth Seeker in an Age of Media 
Bias 

“In order to get the information to the public, we have to use surreptitious 
means and we have to be guerrilla in how we distribute the information 
because we’re handicapped; because we’re facing overwhelming forces 
that are trying to shut us down, suppress the truth, and propagandize the 
people. The only way to distribute the truth in these bizarre times is to use 
these techniques,” O’Keefe said. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/age-of-lies-age-of-truth_4999865.html 

Free Speech 
Hated Speech 

We all know that if the students of color were performing better in math 
and astrophysics than the white students, the same people claiming that 
fields math and astrophysics are racist would be extolling the virtues of 
merit-based scholarship in those disciplines. No one is claiming that the 
individualism, exceptionalism, perfectionism and meritocracy which defines 
the NBA and the NFL are racist. These types of speech laws are not 
designed to protect anyone. They are designed to give the people in power 
the ability to shut down speech they don’t like so they can control 
outcomes in their favor. The people who want to control our speech only 
want to hear what they agree with. 

https://www.objectivityistheobjective.com/post/hated-speech 

The WEF, hate speech, and virtue-signaling 

"European Commission for Values and Transparency" stated that the 
United States will "soon" have "illegal hate speech laws. Stelter and 
Sulzberger on a panel bemoaning "disinformation"?  That would be akin to 
putting Michael Moore and Joy Behar on a panel chronicling the evils of 
obesity.  Would the WEF ask Vladimir Putin and Xi Jinping to head a panel 
on international relations and "how to treat one's neighbors"?  On second 
thought, in United Nations fashion, it probably would.    

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/01/the_wef_hate_speech_an
d_virtue_signaling.html 
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The Environment 
 

An Inconvenient Truth for Environmentalists: 
Offshore Wind Endangers Whales 
 
Fourteen recent whale deaths–namely in New Jersey–have prompted calls 
to cease offshore wind exploration to determine if whale deaths stem from 
activities like underwater geotechnical testing. Why destroy the ocean to 
save the planet? It’s paradoxical. Worse, it undermines true conservation 
practices that undergird environmental stewardship. NOAA Fisheries must 
treat whale mortality events with the seriousness they deserve and not 
conceal data to assuage Big Wind.  

https://townhall.com/columnists/gabriellahoffman/2023/01/27/an-
inconvenient-truth-for-environmentalists-offshore-wind-endangers-whales-
n2618819 
 

Huge wind turbines — taller than the Statue of 
Liberty — are toppling over in a 'rash' of incidents 

The steel tower, which once stood hundreds of feet tall, was buckled in 
half, and the turbine blades, whose rotation took the machine higher than 
the Statue of Liberty, were splayed across the wheat field below. The 
turbine, made by General Electric Co., had been in operation less than a 
year. Another GE turbine of the same model collapsed in Colorado a few 
days later. That wind farm's owner-operator, NextEra Energy Inc., later 
attributed it to a blade flaw and said it and GE had taken steps to prevent 
future mishaps. The instances are part of a rash of recent wind turbine 
malfunctions across the US and Europe, ranging from failures of key 
components to full collapses. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/01/huge_wind_turbines__tall
er_than_the_statue_of_liberty__are_toppling_over_in_a_rash_of_incidents.
html 

LGBTQ 
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Going after Aretha now UPDATED 
 
So, what happened?  Why the calls to cancel this song?  Here it goes:    
Aretha Franklin's 1968 song "Natural Woman" perpetuates multiple harmful 
anti-trans stereotypes. There is no such thing as a "natural" woman. 
This song has helped inspire acts of harm against transgender women. 
The Trans Cultural Mindfulness Alliance (TCMA) is requesting it is removed 
from Spotify & Apple Music. 

 
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/01/going_after_aretha_now.
html 

 
 

The United States 

The Hard Truth About January 6 
 
The January 6th protest was milder than any of the hundreds of Black 
Lives Matter riots the summer before, and led to no serious destruction of 
Capitol artifacts. But the Democrats en masse pretended to be horrified. 
They denounced the protest as an “armed insurrection” and compared it to 
Pearl Harbor and 9/11 and other enemy attacks on the United States which 
resulted in thousands of deaths. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/the-hard-truth-about-january-6/ 
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January 6 Was the Worst Incident of Police 
Brutality Since Civil Rights Era 

A growing body of evidence suggests neither stupidity nor incompetence 
can justify what now appears to be the worst incident of police brutality 
against political protesters since the civil rights era. After two years of 
watching cherry-picked video clips produced by the Department of Justice 
and the news media to depict Trump supporters as the violent aggressors 
on January 6, the public now has an opportunity to see what really 
happened thanks to police body camera footage released at trial. It’s 
ugly—and clearly malicious. 

https://amgreatness.com/2023/01/26/january-6-was-the-worst-incident-of-
police-brutality-since-civil-rights-era/ 

Last happy moments on January 6th before she was 
killed. – Say Her Name #RosanneBoyland. Don’t let 
them cover up her death. 

January 6th, 2021. Four of us died that day. We all know about Ashli 
Babbitt- but there were three more. One of the others was Rosanne 
Boyland, and she was one of us. Thirty-four years old. An American citizen. 
A woman, a sister, a beloved aunt, a friend. A daughter, a Daddy’s girl. A 
recovered addict who dedicated her life to helping others fight their 
addictions. Fisherwoman, camper, an amateur chef. A first-time voter. A 
Trump Supporter. A hopeful human being who felt like her presence on 
January 6th was important – she came to Washington D.C. from Kenesaw, 
Georgia- marching and smiling… under the optimistic impression her voice 
would be heard. 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/01/exclusive-never-seen-video-
rosanne-boylands-last-happy-moments-alive-january-6th-say-name-
rosanneboyland-dont-let-biden-regime-cover-death 

Ballot Mules Funded by Obama-Linked NGOs 
Poured Billions Into ‘Local Insurgencies’: Analyst 

While we were down in Florida, we got a chance to sit down with Greg 
Phillips and Catherine Engelbrecht from True the Vote and discuss their 
findings, what they’re doing to stop ballot trafficking from happening again 
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in the future, as well as what common Americans like you and me can do 
to help. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/obama-affiliated-ngos-poured-billions-
into-local-insurgencies-to-steal-2020-election-analyst_4458553.html 

How America is becoming like a Muslim country 

Whenever Christians throughout the Muslim world attempt to repair, 
renovate, or build a church — all of which contradict the draconian, anti-
Christian dictates of Islamic law — the same events follow: local Muslims 
riot and rampage, and local (Muslim) officials conclude that the only way to 
prevent "angry youth" from acts of violence is to ban the church — which 
is then seen and treated as a "threat" to security. And now this same 
"logic" has made it to America. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/01/how_america_is_becomin
g_like_a_muslim_country.html 

Other Articles 
Join Forces and Fight for Freedom 

After the unprecedented repression during the past three years, those who 
drove the catastrophe must be held to account. Governments, which 
ignored the broader interests of society, of the young, the poor. Scientists, 
who silently went along, justifying what they knew to be wrong, smearing 
and cancelling their more honest and outspoken colleagues. Media and 
social media corporations, which actively prevented free exchange of 
opinions and pushed to deprive us of human dignity. 

We must all join forces in the fight for the right to express ourselves, to 
think, to doubt, to come together in the public square to discuss, reason 
and shape society. This battle will not be easy, and there are many 
indications that it will soon intensify. But surrender is not an option, for 
what is at stake is a future fitting for humanity. We must fight for it in 
brotherhood, armed with compassion, courage and integrity. 

https://brownstone.org/articles/join-forces-fight-for-freedom/ 
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Release: The CCP Runs the Table Throughout the 
Western Hemisphere 

In the wake of the installation of a felonious vassal of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) as president of Brazil and what has the hallmarks 
of a “Reichstag fire” event in that country’s legislature and supreme court, 
an alarming fact is now unmistakable: Every major nation in the Western 
hemisphere is controlled by a Marxist government. 

https://presentdangerchina.org/release-the-ccp-runs-the-table-throughout-
the-western-hemisphere/ 

Requiem for Jacinda Ardern’s Political Life  

Ardern introduced rule by regulation. Adopting the enabling model 
favoured by fascists in the 1930s, her government has empowered 
authorities to tell us all what to do, when to stay at home, and where not 
to go. The courts, the Human Rights Commission, and the broadcast 
regulators have all followed the government line meticulously, which had a 
devastating effect on business, families, communities, and professions. To 
cement her policies, Ardern introduced massive government funding of our 
media and broadcasters. 

https://brownstone.org/articles/requiem-for-jacinda-arderns-political-life/ 

Why Preserve a 'World Order' without Freedom? 

To create and sustain a "free world," citizens actually have to be willing to 
stand up to their governments and say, "No, you cannot do that; you do 
not have that power; now go away."   The harsher and more unjust 
governments become toward their citizens, the more likely movements for 
freedom take hold.  When scrappy underdogs prevail over unbeatable foes 
and "turn the world upside-down," they do so with tremendous help from 
their tormentors' hubris.  

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/01/why_preserve_a_world
_order_without_freedom.html 
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 “To be silent the whole day, see no newspaper, 
hear no radio, listen to no gossip, be thoroughly and 

completely lazy, thoroughly and completely 
indifferent to the fate of the world is the finest 

medicine a man can give himself.” 
~ Henry Miller ~ 
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